
Below are some of the coolest project 7 submissions.  We have broken them up into different categories 

based on the type of analysis performed by the creative methods.  Many thanks to all of you for the 

effort and creativity you have put into this project. 



GRAPHS OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Corrine Farley 

Analyzed the college data set by calculating correlation coefficients between various metrics and 

creating visualizations of the correlations using grids. 

 

Daniel Song 

The same information as above, but with the MLB data set and ASCII graphics rather than a grid. 

  



ASCII HISTOGRAMS OF TRAFFIC DATA 

Matthew Bizet 

Simple, but very neatly formatted bar graph of traffic stops per hour of the day.  

  



The next two projects show more information, but are perhaps harder to interpret, showing the balance 

between clarity and information density. 

Samina Hussain 

Visualization of traffic stops in the form of a histogram, but neatly formatted and including information 

about both car color and gender in one plot. 

 

Ruth Shatkay 

Visualizing the same information (number of stops by car color and gender) and using an ASCII method, 

but with a completely different visualization. Colors are represented by different characters, and males 

and females are split onto different lines instead of making up one whole bar. 

  



USEFUL TOOLS FOR AN END-USER 

Yannick Zanfack 

If a user specifies a state, the code summarizes the options for colleges in that state. If the user specifies 

an ACT score, the code returns a list of “good fit” colleges with similar ACT averages.  

The code also identifies which states have a larger difference between in-state and out-of-state tuition. 

Very useful for a prospective student. 

 

 

  



Tumasang Che 

Calculates the slugging average of each individual player, followed by a team rating which averages the 

members of a given team. In order to inform team managers which players should be traded due to 

poor performance, a “transfer market” shows the information of those players who performed 

significantly worse than the team. 

 

  



Jee Kang 

Gives a thorough comparison on colleges in two states. Very nicely formatted output, useful for a 

student looking for potential schools. 

 

  



Brian Daisey 

Used Pearson Correlation Coefficient to determine whether there is a significant correlation between 

salary and batting average, with data facetted by position. Developed hypotheses and analyzed each 

finding thoroughly. Interesting findings: players in similar positions have very different correlation 

coefficients, and even designated hitters do not seem to get paid more for having higher batting 

averages.  

Exceptionally well-written as a research-style report. 

 

 

  



Michelle Decaire 

Great use of external data to supplement the data provided in the project.  Pulled data from the 2010 

US census to determine the population of each area of the county. Cross-referenced number of traffic 

stops per area with total population to find the rate at which people were pulled over in each area. 

 



David Fisher 

Also a great example of the use of external data.  Analysis of baseball players by a variety of metrics 

(accurate to actual MLB data) such as “weighted on-base average” for hitters and “fielding independent 

pitching” for pitchers, player position, and player league (National or American). Created an optimal all-

star team for each league using these metrics, then compared it to the actual all-star roster to find that 

53% of the players he selected were on the actual roster. Below, green indicates exact roster position 

correct and yellow indicates presence on roster correct. 

 

  



Andrew Cachiaras 

An example of an interesting/creative visualization approach. Created a visual representation of the 

correlation between salary and hitting quality in order to show which players are overpaid/bad 

investment (Figure A, wide and short rectangle), underpaid/good investment (Figure B, tall and thin 

rectangle), or appropriately paid (Figure C, square).  A non-technical user (e.g., baseball team manager) 

can very quickly understand the data from this visualization. 

 

 

  



Kevin Doherty 

Counted the number of traffic stops for each car color, translated the colors to RGB equivalents, and 

created a grid visualization of the traffic stops in the data set. There is no effort required to interpret the 

information, which makes the data immediately understandable without having to look through a long 

CSV file. 

 

  



Alina Striner 

Instead of visualization she focused on "audiolization" - Mapping the number of traffic violations per 

hour to musical pitches in order to create an auditory representation of the data. 

 

  



Manjot Sawhney 

Used data to simulate a baseball game. 

First, allowed the user to place baseball players on different teams to create a league.  

 

Created a baseball simulator which pitted two players against each other in 10 rounds of hitting. Used 

the players’ batting averages, the pitchers’ strike rates, and an element of Java randomness to 

determine whether the player hit the ball. Created a pop-up informing the user of the winner. 

Functional, user-friendly, polished, and included ideas for how to make a simulation for entire teams of 

players and to find the best hitter in the league. 
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